ENGLISH

The student shall choose two (2) of the following four (4) tasks and answer them.

1. Give a brief account of the father’s quota. What has it accomplished? Discuss possible outcomes if Norway gets a conservative Government after the next election and the father’s quota is abolished.

2. Give a brief account of the Norwegian whaling business. On the basis of the article “Norway, the United States, and Commercial Whaling: Political Culture and Social Movement Framing.” (Bailey 2009), discuss how international anti-whaling movements and Norwegian environmental organizations have different approaches and different results regarding framing their issues towards public opinion and resource-management/government in the international community and towards nations that still do whaling – and those who fight against it.

3. What is the “Challenge of the gradient”, which is often referred to in the health literature? Give a brief account and discuss.

4. What is meant by the Norwegian Government’s High North policy? Give examples and discuss.